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AI~a'aet An artificiaI~eRraI network with the hidden layer consisting of wavelets was pr~ented for the identification硼  

t profiles of step frequeocy M Ⅵw radar．_rhe gooa 1ocalization characteristics of wavelet functions in both time and 

frequency璀 allowed kiea'archicalmuhi— e u石【m[earning d~nput-outpul datamapping Themathematicframe ofthe 

nelJ／-aI network and e／Tot"back prop~atioo a[gorit]un~,vere introduced 1h p仲。甜ure of the identification which u9器 

wavelet nel／／" network was described in detaiI Then the presented approach was applted to the target profile Identifica— 

tion 0f step kequency radar The results indicate that出e method is valuable for target pmfile jdentification 
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基于小波神经网络的毫米波雷达 目标距离像识别 

李跃华” 张 胜 高教堂” 李 国。 

(‘ 南京大学电子科学与工程系，江苏，南京，210093 

南京理工大学，江苏，南京，210094) 

摘要 培出一种睫层由小波基组成的神经网络用于实现频率步进毫米渡雷达目标一雏距离像的识别 利用小渡变 

换所具有的良好的时频舟析特性，实现了输入输出之间映射关系的多舟辨学习 介轺了小渡神经网络的数学框架 

及其误差反向学习算法 详细描述了用小渡神经网络进行识别的步骤 将所提出的小波神经网络用于频率步进毫 

米波雷达 冒标一维距离像的识别 实验结果表明诙方法对目标距离像的识别是有效的 
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Introduction 

Let h(z)∈L (R)be the mother wavelet that 

satisfies the admissibility condition，i e． 

『 幽< J R l l⋯  (1) 
^ 

where h( )is the Fourier transform of h( ) The 

corresponding families of dilated and translated 

wavelets are defined by 

， 

}h⋯ ( )：n一 (n 一nb)， 
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(m，”)∈Z }， (2) 

where a and b are，respectively，the dilation and 

translation parameters．By proper selection of a and 

b，I h⋯ (z)}8~e called discrete dat~ghter wavelets 

which may constitute the fram e of L (R)，i．e 

A』_厂l ≤ ∑ l<h⋯ ，f>1 2≤ 
(⋯ )∈ 

BII ， (3) 

where，∈L2(R)，< ⋯̂，，>：J ⋯(￡) 
f(t)dt istheinner product，A>OandB>O 8lethe 

fram e bounds．IfA=B=1，I h⋯ ( )，(m， )∈ 
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Abstract f\n anificial neural netWOrk wah the hidden layer consisting of wavelets was pre:;ented for the idenuficarion on 
target profiles of step frequency M:MW rada.r _ The geed localization characteristics of wavelet functions in ooth time and 

frequeru:y spa<:e Bllowoo hierarchical multi-rMutloo learning of lnput-output data mapping, The mathematic frame of the 
neural net'l,oV()I"k and error back propagation algorithm were mtrOOuced. The procedure of the identtfiCBtion which uses 
wavelet neural network was described in detail. Then the PrESented approach was appHffI to the targe[ profile identifica

tion of step frequency Iv1lV1\V radsr. The results indicate that the mNhod is valuable for target profHe identiflcatlon. 
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Introduction 

Let h (x) E L 2l R) be the mother wavelet that 

satisfies the admissibility condition, 1. e. , 
f I h(w) 12

dw < 00 

R 1 w 1 

" where h l w) is the Fourier transform of h ( x ). The 

corresponding families of dilated and translated 

wavelets are defined by 

Ih m .(x) = a-~hla-mx - nb), 
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(m, n) E Z'I , 
where a and b are, respectively, the dilation and 

translation parameters. By proper selection of a and 

b, I h", .• (.I ) I are called discrete daughter wavelets 

which may oonstitute the frame of L 1( R), i. e. 

A Ilf112~ S 1< hm,,,f>12~ 
(.."."JEr-

B II JII', (3) 

where f E L 2 (R), < hm.,,f >= Lh",.n(l) 

J( t )dt is the inner product, A >0 and B >0 are the 

frame bounds. If A=B=l, Ihm,,(x),(m,n)E 
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Zz}is an orthonorrnaI basis
． Inthis case．itlcadsto 

，( )= ∑
一

<h⋯ ，，>‘h⋯ ( ) (4) 
(⋯ )∈ 

The outstanding characteristic of the wavelet 

transform is tha t wavelet transform  has good Iocaliza— 

tion in both time and frequency space r The lattice 

points of the mother wavelets{h⋯ (z)}are located 

on(nba ，±n一 ∞n)．The width of the time-win 

dow of h⋯ (z)Gan be changed with the variation of 

the frequency This property is very useful for the 

an alysis of non-stationary signals and the learning of 

the nonlinear function In order to get a multi resolu— 

tion analysis，the transform  pmjects f( )to differ— 

ent scales．Itispo ssibletoselect a set ofwaveletsto 

get the best presentation of f(z)or the input data 

forthe network 

Based on the previous discussion，the wavelet 

neural networks(X,VNN)ean be defined as follows： 

儿)=高 (小 鲁 ihh( )， (5) ，( ) 善 t( ) 善 l± 兰)， (5) 
where毗 ∈R，a ∈R ，and b ∈R ，d is the di— 

mension of the input，and N is the number of the 

wavelet bases． and b are chosen according to the 

wavelet transform ．The values of d，and b
， construct 

a regular lattice．The WNN can be used to implement 

R =}R mapping． 

According to the theory of multi—resolution anal— 

ysis[ 
， an orthngonal wavelet basis can be construct— 

ed．The orfix~onal wavelet basis function of L2(R) 

is ofthe foFm 

h⋯ ( )={ 一号h(2一 一 )， 

(m，n)∈Z e， (6) 

where m and n are the dilation and translation in— 

dices So，the orthono mM wavelet basis function 

neural network can be defined by using the orthono r— 

raalbases．The advantage ofthis networkisthatthe 

computational expe nse is greatly reduced．This pa per 

is organized asfollows．Insection1，theproperties of 

wavelet network and learning algorithm are intro— 

duted． In section 2，the application of the wavelet 

neural network to the target identification of step fre— 

quency MMW  radar is illustrated And the method of 

determ ining the structure of wavelet neural network 

is presented Then，the training procedure of wavelet 

network is described．The results of identification on 

thetarget of stepfrequencyMMW radar are alsogiv— 

en in this section The experimental results show that 

the neural netwo rks obtain much better performance． 

In section 3，conclusions are finally drawn． 

1 W avelet neural network and learning algo- 

rithm 

In term s of the results above，wavelets appear to 

be a promising method in a feature space for identifi— 

cation The extraction of features in this case is the 

inner products of a set of wavelets with the input sig— 

na1．These features can be inputted to a classifier 

The major problem is whieh wavelets should be se— 

lected and how to setect．We consider the combined 

classifier and wavelet feature detector given by[ ] 

=  ·( ㈩· ( ))]' (f) l置z ( )’ l 川，(7) 
where (k=1，2，-一，M )is the input for the kth 

training vectorX(t)， (i=1，2，⋯，N)isthe out— 

put for the ith training vector Y(t)，M is the node 

number of input layer N is the node nuinber of out— 

put layer，K is the node number of hidden layer，and 

，(z) 毒 is a sigrnoid function．This classifier 
can  be depictedas the neural networkinFig 1．An d 

X=[ 1，322，⋯， M] is the input vector，h( ) 

the mother wave1et function． 

Ⅲ．6J1 )， 

w = ： ～ ⋯x 

Fig 1 WaveletileuFa]network di 

for target identification 

图1 用于目标识别的小波神经网络结构框图 
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Z2 1 IS an orthonormal basis, In this case, it leads to 

f(.r)= 2.: <hm.,,j>·hm,.(x), (4) 
(m,n)ET _ 

The outstanding characteristic of the wavelet 

transform is that wavelet transfonn has good localiza

tion in both time and frequency space)], The lattice 

]X>ints of the mother wavelets i hm," (x) I are located 

on (nba m , ± a -mwo ), The width of the time-win

dow of hm •• (x) can be changed with the variation of 

the frequency, This propeny is very useful for the 

analysis of non-stationary signals and the learning of 

the nonlinear function. In order to get a multi-re...;;:,olu

tion analysis, the transfonn projects f( x) to differ

ent scales. It is possible to select a set of wavelets to 

get the best presentation of f (x) or the input data 

for the network, 

Based on the previous discussion. the wavelet 

neural networks(WNN)can be defined as follows: 

N N ('X-b) f(x) = 2.:w,h, (x) = :Sw,h --' , 
1=1 1=1 a,. 

(5) 

where w, E R, a, E R", and b, E Rd
, d is the di

mension of the input, and IV is the number of the 

wavelet bases_ ai and b l are chosen according to the 

wavelet transfonn. The values of a 1 and b f construct 

a regular lattice. The W':'JN can be used to implement 

~=;>R mapping, 

According to the theory of multi-resolution anal

ysis[2] . an orthogonal wavelet basis can be construct

ed. The orthogonal wavelet basis function of L 2 (R) 

is of the form 

hm,,(x) = ia-'¥ h(rmx - n), 

(m,n)Ez2I, (6) 
where m and n are the dilation and translation in

dices, So, the orthonormal wavelet basis function 

neural network can be defined by using the orthonor

mal bases _ The advantage of this network is that the 

computational expense is greatly reduced. This paper 

is organized as follows. In section 1, the properties of 

wavelet network and learning algori dun are in tra

duced. In section 2, the application of the wavelet 

neural network to the target identification of step fre

quency MMW radar is illustrated, And the method of 

determining the structure of wavelet neural network 

is presented, Then, the training procedure of wavelet 

21 f!i 

network IS described, The results of identification on 

the target of step frequency MMW radar are also giv

en in this section, The experimental results show that 

the neural networks obtain much better performance. 

In section 3, conclusions are finally drawn. 

1 Wavelet neural network and learning algo

rithm 

In terms of the results above. wavelets appear to 

be a promising method in a feature space for identifi

cation. The extraction of features in this case is the 

inner products of a set of wavelets with the input sig

naL These features can be inputted to a classifier, 

The major problem is which wavelets should be se

lected and how to select. We consider the combined 

classifier and wavelet feature detector given by [3] 

y, (t) = f~ ~",-,,,, ( ~ x, (t)· h (k - b, ) ) 1 ' (7) 
LI=l k=l G

J 

where I,(k = 1,2,"',M) is the input for the kth 

training vector X(t), y,( i = 1,2. "', N) is the out

pu t for the i th training vector Y ( t ). M is the node 

number of input layer, N is the node number of out

put layer, K is the node number of hidden layer, and 

f( z) = 1 1 ,is a sigmoid function, This classifier 
+e 

can be depicted as the neural network in Fig, 1. And 

X=[x"x,,"',xMF is the input vector. h(x) is 

the mother wavelet function, 

W1N'j 
is the weight matrix, 

WKN 

Fig. 1 Wavelet neural network diagram 
for target identification 
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and Y=[yl，y2，⋯ ]T=f[wu]is the output 

vector of the network． 

Figure l shows the wavelet neuml network 

(WNN)．Originally，the wavelet network contains 

two layers But，once the network is synthesized，the 

two layers ere changed into one because nonlinearity 

does not exist between the layers．So．the WⅣN con— 

tains the nonlinearity 0f wavelet{unction in the artifi— 

ciaI neurons rather than the nonlinearity of the sig— 

moidal function．T} wavelet network classification 

parameters Wk，ak and 6 can be optimized by mini— 

mizina an energy function．We use the least—mean 

squares(LMS)energy function for signal representa— 

ti()n【4， 

E= 1善L N( ) ， (8) 

where L is the number of the training samples，破 is 

the desired value of Then the eonjugate gradient 

method for adjusting the parameters of wavelet net 

workis 

，

aE
： 一 圭萎( 

d z．oii ⋯ ii I 
)Y (1一yi) 

(
，  

(i， ， ))， (9) 

萼：一圭∑N( 
daj p=li=i ‘ 

"  I 上 
3E

= ～

p=l 誊( 
w  (， 

一  

)Y (1 Yi) 

生! ! ! 11 
8a， 

一  )Y (1 yi) 

! ! )1 
a6． 

《 ” 一 蔫+越” 
n 一 

OE +
aziw0 

6 一7 +血  

(1O) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

where k is the iterative number， is a positive ccef 

ficient(step—size)．and口is the variable factor． 

The training procedure is implemented as fol 

lows：Ste口1 a search direction is obtained by eom— 

puter Step 2．using a variable step-size to compute 

the new weight vector At each iteration，step 1 and 

step 2 are carried OUt by computer for the representa— 

tion parameter vectors W ．Ⅱ and b．It is better to 

perform a line search to find the best step—size，since 

this can greatly reduce the number of iteration needed 

for convergence 

2 Using W NN for target identification of 

step frequency MMW radar 

2．1 Preprocessing 

The step frequency radar was developed from 

radar technology．and is a simple method of tr~ns— 

mitting and receiving wide—band signals This type of 

radar transmits a series of individual frequencies in a 

wide bandwidth B．and measures the amplitude and 

phase of the echo signal at each frequency．The range 

profiles are generated by applying an inverse DFT to 

the echo signal The method has produced high qu~li— 

ty information of subsurface structures[ 
． The major— 

ity ofthedata usedinthis paperistakenfrom the ex— 

periment．The particular dataset of step frequency 

waveform is the sign al eousisting of a series of 128 

pulses．Such data often obscures some fundamental 

practical issues So ，data preprocessing and feature 

extraction ere very important．Feature extraction pri— 

or to the identification must deal with different target 

size and target positions in the window of the range 

profiles and norm alization of target signals． 

First，a signal—to-noise ratio(SNR)of a single 

rar e profile can be improved by tak ing a simple non— 

eoherent average over a sequence of profiles．Then． 

in order to rnake the target more obvious in the win— 

dow ofthe range profiles，the gain offsetmeat be ad— 

justed ．T rd，in order to locate target position in the 

window of the l'ai~e profiles．we use the m~nitu 

of the Fourier transform of the range profile for posi— 

tion inveriant function．Here the magnitude of the 

Fourier transform  of the preprocessed range profile 

forms a teal feature vector．This feature vector is then 

used in dimensionality reduction stage．The trans 

form ed vector has appealing quality For example，it 

does not depend on where the target is in the window 
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u~ n ~ r~X";:b,."'l 
uK l~:r,h(i,bK,aK) 

and Y = [y" Yo, .,. Ys F = j[ WU] is the output 

vector of the network. 

Figure 1 shows the wavelet neural network 

(WNN). Originally, the wavelet network contains 

two layers. But, once the network is synthesized, the 

two layers are changed into one because nonlineanty 

does not exist betW€€Il the layers. So, the WNN con· 

tains the nonlinearity of wavelet function in the artifi· 

cial neurons rather than the nonlinearity of the sig· 

moidal function. The wavelet network cla~.;;;ification 

parameters Wk, ak and bk can be optimized by mini

mizing an energy function. We use the least-mean

squares(LMS) energy function for signal representa· 
tion! 4.5]. 

(8) 

where L is the number of the training sample:'h df is 

the desired value of yf. Then the conjugate gradient 

method for adjusting the parameters of wavelet net

work is 

dE L -~ 
--= - 2; 2;(df - yf)y,(1- y,) 
aU'f] P= [,,, [ 

M 

W,' (2;'x,h (i, bJ ,a,)), 
,=1 

(9) 

dE L N 
-= - 2;2;(df- yf)y,(1-y,) 
aa} p:::-b'" I 

(
M dh(i,b"a,») 

'fL"} 2.;.r, d ' 
1=1 a} 

( 10) 

dE L -~ 
-= - 2;2;(df-yfly,(1- y,) 
ab] p=[,=1 

,(f:!.. dh(;,b"a,)') 
u.:,} ,,::,.T f ab ' ,-l } 

(II) 

uJ.+1- '- dE + aLl 
I} - w'} Tj a, WI) 

«" 
(12) 

k+' _, dE A 
a} - a] - TJ a + auw!) 

a, 
(13) 

b'+I-' JE A , - b, - 11 ilb + auw" , (14) 

where k is the iterative number, 1J is a positive coef

ficient (step-size), and a is the variable factor. 

The training procedure is implemented as fol-

lows: Step I. a search direction is obtained by com

puter. Step 2. using a variable step-size to compute 

the new weight vector. At each iteration, step 1 and 

step 2 are carried out by computer for the representa

tion parameter vectors ""T? a and b. It is better to 

perform a line search to find the beEt step-size, since 

this can greatly reduce the number of iteration needed 

for convergence. 

2 Using WNN for target identification of 

step frequency MMW radar 

2. 1 Preprocessing 

The step frequency radar was developed from 

radar technology. and it is a simple method of trans

mitting and receiving wide-band signals. This type of 

radar transmits a series of individual frequencies in a 

wide bandwidth B. and measures the amplitude and 

phase of the echo signal at each frequency. The range 

profiles are generated by applying an inverse OFT to 

the echo signal. The method has produced high quali

ty information of subsurface structures!6]. The major

ity of the data used in this paper is taken from the ex

periment. The particular dataset of step frequency 

waveform is the signal consisting of a series of 128 

pulses. Such data often obscures some fundamental 

practical issues. So, data preprocessing and feature 

extraction are very important. Feature extraction pri

or to the identification must deal with different target 

size and target positions in the wi ndow of the range 

profiles and normalization of target signals. 

First, a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a single 

range profile can be improved by taking a simple non

coherent average over a sequence of profiles. Then, 

in order to make the target more obvious in the win

dow of the range profiles, the gain offset must be ad

justed. Third, in order to locate target position in the 

window of the range profiles, we use the magnitude 

of the Fourier transform of the range profile for posi

tion invariant function. Here the magnitude of the 

Fourier transform of the preprocessed range profile 

forms a real feature vector. This feature vector is then 

used in dimensionality reduction stage. The trans

formed vector has appealing quality. For example, it 

does not depend on where the target is in the window 
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ofthe range profiles，anditisalwaysthe Sol"n~length 

regardless of the target size．T}lis enables targets of 

different lengths to be easily compared． 

2．2 Target profiles identification of step frequency 

radar 

Wavelet neural network was designed to reo2ig— 

nize the pattems of smalI car．srm Il metal house and 

reflectors．The data of experiment contain the sgrn— 

pies of the car，the small metal house end the reflec— 

tors．W e selected 150 range pmfilas from each pat— 

tem to construct the training samples So，there al'e 

450 training samples in tota1． 

we use h(z)=∞s(1．75x)exp( 2／2)[ j as 

mother wavelet．When x goes larger or smaller．it 

decays very rapidly．It can be proved that this func— 

tion confirms the frame condltion．Let t=( —b，)／ 

aj，then the gradients of E are 

OE 

a训 

O
． ． —

E
—  

Kay 

a
． ． —

E
—  

Obj 

一

置吾( 一 ) (1 )” (舌置 

cos(1 75t)exp(一t X t／2))， (15) 

善 吾( 一 ) r(1一M) 吾五 
lf1．75sin(1．75t)exp(一t X t／2)+ 

∞8(1．75t)exp(一 × ／2)]÷)l，(16) 

苫 吾( 一d)y r(1一M) 吾薯 
lf1．75sin(1 75t)exp(一t X t／2)+ 

∞s(1．75t)exp(一 ×f／2)]÷)：．(17) 

We randomly set initial values of W between 0 

and 1，dimensionⅡ，：6．00( =1，⋯，10)．The 

number of wavelets is 10．After 1750 iterations．the 

system error is reduced to 0．0008 Table 1 shows the 

initial and finaI values of 0 en d b． 

Table i shows that the wavelet neuraI network 

has adaptively created a wide range of daughter 

wavelet to get the best mapping．So ，it shows higher 

identification rate as shown in Table 2． 

In lble 2．thematrixshowsthe classification re— 

suks generated frcrn identification on each 150 eamples． 

The ntrabers re0resentthe numbersof classified patten'ks． 

11hel~'eentages(recogration rate)are veI1in brackets 

11he avon-age recogration a~aracyis 94．22％ ． 

1h№ 1 Dimensions and shiftsinwlwetlet neeralllet~flff-k 

表 1 小波神经网络的尺度和位移 

Table 2 Identification results three target prdiles 

表 2 3种目标一维砸离像的识别结果 

3 Conclusions 

Inthis paper，a neural networkwithwavelet 8s 

welght coefficients is proposed．Wavelet parameters 

and shapes aye adaptively computed to minimize an 

energy function．The error back propagation algo— 

rithm is derived．The wavelet basis function network 

is used for the classification of targets of step frequen— 

cyMMW radar It has shown thattheWNN is quite 

promising because it is very useful for the analysis of 

non—stationary signals classification when the auto-re— 

greesive terms are introduced into the network．The 

advantage of using WNN is that the localizing chaeac— 

teristic of the wavelets makes the estimation of re— 

gression functions efficient． The discrete wavelet 

transforms provide guidelines for constructing the re- 

gression algorithm．The experimental results show 

that the method is valuable for target profile identifl— 

cation． 
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of the range profiles, and it is always the same length 

regardless of the target size. This enables targets of 

different lengths to be easily compared. 

2 . 2 Target profiles identification of step frequency 

MMWradar 

Wavelet neural network was designed to recog

nize the patterns of small car, small metal house and 

reflectors. The data of experiment contain the sam

pies of the car, the small metal house and the reflec· 

tors. We selected 150 range profiles from each pat· 

tern to constnlct the training samples. So, there are 

450 training samples in total. 

We use h (x) = oos( 1. 75x )exp( - x'!:!) [11 a" 

mother wavelet. When x goes larger or smaller, it 

decays very rapidly. It can be proved that this func

tion confirms the frame condition. Let t = (i - bJ ) / 

Q" then the gradients of E are 

JE L N -Y 

aWl] = - p~u~(df- yf)y,(l- YI )W!l(I~/"l 

cos(1. 75tlexp( - t '( tl2», (15) 
aE L "J M 

oa = - p~t,~(df - yf)Yf(l- Yl )Wl](J~.rl 
J 

1 [1. 75sin( 1. 75tlexp( - t '( t 12) + 

cos(1.75t)exp(- O'lI2)J.£..)I. (16) 
QJ 

JE ~~ u 
at; = - p~],~(df - yf);"f(l- Yl )Wl)J~.rl 

J 

1 [1. 75sin( 1. 75 tlexp( - t '( t!:!) + 

cos(1. 75t)exp( - f.X tl2)];):. (17) 
J 

We randomly set initial values of W between 0 

and 1, dimension QJ = 6. ()() (i = 1, "', 10). The 

number of wavelets is 10. After 1750 iterations, the 

system error is reduced to O. 0008. Table 1 shows the 

initial and final values of a and b. 

Table 1 shows that the wavelet neural network 

has adaptively created a wide range of daughter 

wavelet to get the best mapping. So, it shows higher 

identification rate as shown in Table 2. 

In 'Thble 2. the matrix shows the classification reo 

sults generated from identification on each ISO samples. 

The ntmbers represent the numbers of classified patterns. 

The peroentages (recognition rate) are given in brnckets. 

The average recognition accuracy is 94. 22 % . 

21 f!1 

Table 1 Dimensions and shifts in wavelet neural network 

~U 11\ ii. i$ g, (q tfi tIq R Lt i!II fll:8 

Dimensions Shift, 
Wdvelet 
Nubmer Initial Fm,u Initw.l F,ruJ 

a " b b 

6.00 2_13 0.05 -1.32 

2 6.00 4.0) 0.10 -0.57 

3 6.00 713 0.15 -0.98 

4 6.00 3.78 0.20 -/.12 

5 6.00 6.24 0.25 -0 89 

0 6 00 5.37 0.30 0.76 

7 6.00 I 49 o 35 I. 98 

8 6.00 4.55 o 40 .2 67 

9 600 5.50 0.45 3 74 

10 6.00 6 15 0.5{] 3.51 

Table 2 ldeotificalioo results on three taJget profiles 

*2 3~~~-.~ •• tlqW,M~. 
Actual Classificatlon 

c1"" ea, Hau'" Reflector 

eM 143 (95 33%) 4 (2 67%) 3 (2 00%) 

Howe 2 (1.33%) 141 (94.00%) 1 (4 67%) 

Refleetor 6 (4.00%) 4 (3.00%) 140 (93.33% ) 

3 Conclusions 

In thi. paper. a neural network with wavelet as 

weight coefficients is proposed, Wavelet paranleters 

and shape. ... are adaptively computed to minimize an 

energy function. The error back propagation algo

rit!lITI is derived, The wavelet basis function network 

is used for the classification of targets of step frequen· 

cy !vL."v1W radar. It has shown that the WNN is quite 

promising because it is very useful for the analysis of 

non-stationary signals classification when the auto-re

gressive terms are introduced into the network. The 

advantage of using WNN is that the localizing charac· 

teristic of the wavelets makes the estimation of re

gression functions efficient. The discrete wavelet 

transforms provide guidelines for constmcting the re

gression algorithm. The experimental results show 

that the method is valuable for target profile identifi

cation. 
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